5.2.21
Review of our home learning offer
Using our parent survey responses and parent forum responses
You said, we did.
You said
Also for English - can we have a list of what
everything my child needs to know in English like an A-Z - from fronted adverbials to
conjunctions and everything in between - with
sentences with examples in them?
The parents meeting to go through how to do
maths - fractions coming up - that’s a great
idea! Could you record them so others can view
them as needed please?
Also any chance you could post videos for a
complete novice somewhere when we have to
teach our children how to do a maths question
that we use the correct terminology and not
confuse them to no end.

We listened
https://www.theschoolrun.com/primary-literacyglossary-for-parents

It is very hard to learn with three children at
home, I would appreciate a few tasks that could
include smaller children, like dojo points for a
video of reading a story for the little ones or P.E.
tasks with an option to include siblings and/or
parents.
8% of the parents surveyed feel that the 4+
hours of learning set each day is not enough.

We will reward points and assembly special
mentions for children reading independently and
for other siblings supporting each other.

It would be great if it was all across one
platform. I find dojo is much easier to use than
tapestry.
Can parents contribute to DOJO points?

My child sometimes gets frustrated that I
don’t use the same language as their teacher.

We will record these and post on Dojo.

We will post our own videos to support.
You can also find a lot of support videos herehttps://mathsnoproblem.com/en/parent-videos/

Further websites have been added to our school
website, so extra learning can be accessedhttps://swillingtonprimary.com/curriculum/hom
e-learning-websites/
We have a fully stocked virtual library for extra
readinghttps://swillingtonprimary.com/community/thevirtual-library/
Password= xuu4495
We understand this will be tricky if you have
children across school. Tapestry is designed for
early years and links to the 17 areas of learning.
Yes, keep a tally of DOJO points you are giving
out and share these with the class teacher at the
end of the week. We will then add them to your
child’s account.
A vocabulary mat for each unit will be shared by
your child’s class teachers. This will support you

to use the same language that we would in
school.

I would like to be able to support my child so
they are ready to return to school with
minimum gaps.

We will share with you individual year group ‘key
skills’ sheets which will outline the basic skills
that make a big difference. These will be skills
that you can work on frequently at home.

